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Product Data

Makes 2 to 4-Inch Wide Stripes

Traffic Ready in 60 Minutes

One Can of RE-MARKABLE
Will Stripe Approximately 250
Linear Feet

V.O.C. Compliant

Handicap Blue Color

RE-MARKABLE Handicap Blue
Traffic Marking Paint is a long-
lasting striping paint that is
ideal for us on concrete,
blacktop and most other
surfaces where a sharp, well-
defined marking line is
required. RE-MARKABLE may
be used in ATCO’s Traffic
Marking Machine to produce 2
to 4-inch wide marking
stripes. It dries to the touch in
15 minutes and is traffic ready
in 60 minutes. RE-MARKABLE
is V.O.C. compliant, and one
can will stripe 250 linear feet.



C-5/PC-5639/0711

APPLICATIONS

DIRECTIONS

1. For best results, use when can is between
50°F and 90°F (10°C and 32°C).
2. Shake can at least one minute after rattle is
heard and occasionally during use.
3. Turn can upside down and place into holder
of the Traffic Marking Machine. MAKE SURE
THAT SPRAYHEAD FITS PROPERLY INTO
HOLE. The long side of the sprayhead must be
parallel to the axle. By adjusting the can platform
up or down, stripes approximately 3 to 5 inches
wide can be applied.
4. Squeeze trigger to activate spray. To avoid
any possible “build-up” of paint when starting, it
is suggested that the machine be in motion
when passing over the starting point.
5. If clogging develops, take the can out of the
marking machine. Remove sprayhead from can
and clean orifice in sprayhead. With can and
sprayhead pointed away from you, reinsert
sprayhead with a gentle twisting motion.
6. To clearsprayhead for future use, turn can right
side up and spray for 3 seconds. Completely
empty cans may be recycled or disposed of with
regular trash. Dispose of partially empty cans
responsibly. DO NOT incinerate or compact.

TECHNICALDATA

Composition: Handicap blue
marking paint

Specific Gravity: 0.83
Flammability: Flammable
Storage
Temperature: 40-100oF
Application
Temperature: 50-90oF
Dry Time: To touch - 15

minutes;
traffic ready -
60 minutes

Equipment: ATCO’s Traffic
Marking Machine

RE-MARKABLE Handicap Blue Traffic
Marking Paint is a long-lasting striping paint
that is traffic ready in 60 minutes.
RE-MARKABLE is specifically designed for
use on concrete, blacktop and many other
surfaces. It eliminates asphalt bleed-through
and is ideal for use on parking lots,
driveways, recreational facility surfaces and
other areas where a traffic marking paint that
produces sharp, well-defined lines is needed.
When used in ATCO’s Traffic Marking
Machine, RE-MARKABLE will make 2 to
4-inch wide stripes, and one can will stripe
250 linear feet. RE-MARKABLE is designed
to be used in ATCO’s Traffic Marking
Machine, but because of its universal spray
head, it can be used in many different
marking machines.



RE-MARKABLE
White Traffic

Marking Paint

Product Data

Makes 2 to 4-Inch Wide Stripes

Traffic Ready in 60 Minutes

One Can of RE-MARKABLE
Will Stripe Approximately 250
Linear Feet

V.O.C. Compliant

Traffic White Color

RE-MARKABLE White Traffic
Marking Paint is a long-lasting
striping paint that is ideal foruse on
concrete, blacktop and most other
surfaces where a sharp, well-
defined marking line is required.
RE-MARKABLE may be used in
ATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine to
produce 2 to 4-inch wide marking
stripes. It dries to the touch in 15
minutes and is traffic ready in 60
minutes. RE-MARKABLE is V.O.C.
compliant, and one can will stripe
250 linear feet.



C-5/PC-5637/0611

APPLICATIONS

RE-MARKABLE White Traffic Marking Paint is
a long-lasting striping paint that is traffic ready
in 60 minutes. RE-MARKABLE is specifically
designed for use on concrete, blacktop and
many other surfaces. It eliminates asphalt bleed-
through and is ideal for use on parking lots,
driveways, recreational facility surfaces and
other areas where a traffic marking paint that
produces sharp, well-defined lines is needed.
When used inATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine,
RE-MARKABLE will make 2 to 4-inch wide
stripes, and one can will stripe 250 linear feet.
RE-MARKABLE is designed to be used in
ATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine, but because
of its universal spray head, it can be used in
many different marking machines.

DIRECTIONS

1. For best results, use when can is between
50°F and 90°F (10°C and 32°C).
2. Shake can at least one minute after rattle is
heard and occasionally during use.
3. Turn can upside down and place into holder
of the Traffic Marking Machine. MAKE SURE
THAT SPRAYHEAD FITS PROPERLY INTO
HOLE. The long side of the sprayhead must be
parallel to the axle. By adjusting the can platform
up or down, stripes approximately 3 to 5 inches
wide can be applied.
4. Squeeze trigger to activate spray. To avoid
any possible “build-up” of paint when starting, it
is suggested that the machine be in motion
when passing over the starting point.
5. If clogging develops, take the can out of the
marking machine. Remove sprayhead from can
and clean orifice in sprayhead. With can and
sprayhead pointed away from you, reinsert
sprayhead with a gentle twisting motion.
6. To clearsprayhead for future use, turn can right
side up and spray for 3 seconds. Completely
empty cans may be recycled or disposed of with
regular trash. Dispose of partially empty cans
responsibly. DO NOT incinerate or compact.

TECHNICALDATA

Composition: White traffic
marking paint

Specific Gravity: 0.83
Flammability: Flammable
Storage
Temperature: 40-100oF
Application
Temperature: 50-90oF
Dry Time: To touch - 15

minutes;
traffic ready -
60 minutes

Equipment: ATCO’s Traffic
Marking Machine



RE-MARKABLE
Yellow Traffic
Marking Paint

Product Data

Makes 2 to 4-Inch Wide Stripes

Traffic Ready in 60 Minutes

One Can of RE-MARKABLE
Will Stripe Approximately 250
Linear Feet

V.O.C. Compliant

Traffic Yellow Color

RE-MARKABLE Yellow Traffic
Marking Paint is a long-lasting
striping paint that is ideal foruse on
concrete, blacktop and most other
surfaces where a sharp, well-
defined marking line is required.
RE-MARKABLE may be used in
ATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine to
produce 2 to 4-inch wide marking
stripes. It dries to the touch in 15
minutes and is traffic ready in 60
minutes. RE-MARKABLE is V.O.C.
compliant, and one can will stripe
250 linear feet.



APPLICATIONS

RE-MARKABLE Yellow Traffic Marking Paint is
a long-lasting striping paint that is traffic ready
in 60 minutes. RE-MARKABLE is specifically
designed for use on concrete, blacktop and
many other surfaces. It eliminates asphalt bleed-
through and is ideal for use on parking lots,
driveways, recreational facility surfaces and
other areas where a traffic marking paint that
produces sharp, well-defined lines is needed.
When used inATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine,
RE-MARKABLE will make 2 to 4-inch wide
stripes, and one can will stripe 250 linear feet.
RE-MARKABLE is designed to be used in
ATCO’s Traffic Marking Machine, but because
of its universal spray head, it can be used in
many different marking machines.

DIRECTIONS

1. For best results, use when can is between
50°F and 90°F (10°C and 32°C).
2. Shake can at least one minute after rattle is
heard and occasionally during use.
3. Turn can upside down and place into holder
of the Traffic Marking Machine. MAKE SURE
THAT SPRAYHEAD FITS PROPERLY INTO
HOLE. The long side of the sprayhead must be
parallel to the axle. By adjusting the can platform
up or down, stripes approximately 3 to 5 inches
wide can be applied.
4. Squeeze trigger to activate spray. To avoid
any possible “build-up” of paint when starting, it
is suggested that the machine be in motion
when passing over the starting point.
5. If clogging develops, take the can out of the
marking machine. Remove sprayhead from can
and clean orifice in sprayhead. With can and
sprayhead pointed away from you, reinsert
sprayhead with a gentle twisting motion.
6. To clearsprayhead for future use, turn can right
side up and spray for 3 seconds. Completely
empty cans may be recycled or disposed of with
regular trash. Dispose of partially empty cans
responsibly. DO NOT incinerate or compact.

C-5/PC-5638/0611

TECHNICALDATA

Composition: Yellow traffic
marking paint

Specific Gravity: 0.83
Flammability: Flammable
Storage
Temparature: 40-100o F
Application
Temperature: 50-90o F
Dry Time: To touch - 15

minutes;
traffic ready -
60 minutes

Equipment: ATCO’s Traffic
Marking Machine


